
Complete Management, Automation, & Protection for On-Premises, Hybrid, & Azure AD, & Microsoft 365 

Divvy up single tenant licenses by 
Department, OU, or other 
administrative boundaries.

Quota Pools to Divide
Tenant Licenses

Gain visibility to optimize license 
assignment. Easily see who is not 
assigned the correct license.

Visibility & Reporting

Control which licenses day-to-day 
admins can see. Simplify licensing 
and avoid mistakes.

Delegate License
Administration

Configure rules to create 
automatic and dynamic license 
assignment

Automate License
Assignment

Optimize assignment based on 
user usage, reclaim licenses, and 
keep costs manageable

License & Cost Optimization

Cayosoft Solutions

Optimize License Assignments

The price difference between the list price of an E5/G5 license and a 

mailbox license can be up to $372 per user per year. Without the ability to 

accurately judge usage, you could face significant costs in terms of 

over-licensing and lost productivity. Cayosoft identifies users’ licenses 

that should be optimized and shows you if the license can be changed. 

Under-used and unassigned licenses represent wasted budget that could 

be used in other ways to improve services to users. Cayosoft provides 

actionable insights on unused licenses, opportunities for cost savings, and 

alerts on low license counts. Automated usage analysis determines the 

optimal and lowest-cost license needed for each user.

Optimize License Spending

Microsoft 365 provides dozens of license options, which allow customers to tailor the 
service to their specific requirements and budgets. Yet managing and optimizing licenses is 
quite complex, as administrators must understand and configure a massive number of 
checkboxes to assign the correct licenses and access. The result is often over-licensed 
users and wasted money.

Simplify Licensing, Reduce Costs, 
and Avoid Outages 

Microsoft 365 License Optimization 
Cayosoft®
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• 12 month subscription license with support
• Access to the latest features and product upgrades
• Premier and Standard support with phone and online options for contact
• Access to the Cayosoft Support Center, including documentation, articles, case studies, and community discussions 

Cayosoft Features

Cayosoft products are easy to install, configure, and use. With friendly, subscription-based licensing and 
responsive support Cayosoft is proud of its 99% customer retention rate. We are also proud to offer a 
variety of support options to help ensure your success. 

Secure. Manage. Automate.
Administrator
Cayosoft®

Cayosoft Administrator is the only complete management solution for your entire cloud IT journey, from 
on-premises to hybrid, to the cloud. Purpose-built for hybrid and cloud Microsoft environments, 
Cayosoft Administrator secures, automates, and streamlines day-to-day IT administration.

Additional control and visibility will help you to avoid outages due to license assignment mistakes, 

under-licensed or mis-licensed assignments. Audit license changes for each use, including before and 

after license values, so that troubleshooting license problems is simple and efficient. 

Prevent Outages and Costly Downtime

mistakes and reducing the information needed to perform accurate license assignment.

License quota pools allow you to efficiently 

divide-up a single tenant’s licenses by 

Department, OU, or other administrative 

boundary. Cayosoft also enables granular 

delegation, to limit available license options 

among delegated admins to ensure easy, 

accurate assignment. Use Cayosoft to 

provide only the subset of license options 

you want them to see, helping to avoid 

Control License Availability

Cayosoft’s automatic license rules are easily configured to target only the users that require a specific 

type of license. Licensing rules can be scheduled to run at a predetermined time and will inspect and 

correct any licenses or options that are not aligned with the settings on the rule. Add and adjust licenses 

following user attributes or groups without human involvement. Reclaim unused licenses from inactive 

or disabled users to return them to your pool. 

Implement Rules to Streamline License Assignment

Automate License Assignments

Simplify License Assignment


